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CHAPTER~ 

TOWARDS MARTIN BUBER1 S PHilOSOPHY OF DIAlOGUE 

Before entering into Buber•s philosophy let us have a 

look on schutzc Though his methodological pattern is based on 

direct observation the most acceptable notion of Schutz is that 

of we-relationship, which comes into being through a reciprocal 

Thou-orientation. For him the We-relation is a basic fact of 

the social life-world. However, any position that assumes the 

primacy of 1 vle' over • I' and 1 Thou', has been criticised by 

Herbert Spiegelberg. He writes, 11
••• the we-phenomenon owes 

its genesis and support to the we-acts of its members" :1. 

Nevertheless he can not deny saying that a we-phenomenon is in 

essence a sort of we-union in varying degrees of strength, 

duration and depth. This union has a self-transcending nature: 

11 union is not merely a matter of removing distance, physical 

or social, but the establishment of a new positive relationship 

within the union" 2;, 

so, Schutz is right on the point of his stress upon 

this mundane and taken-for-granted mode of intersubjectivity, 

as because, 11 Social philosophy, sociology, and even phenomena-

logical sociology talk a great deal about •we•, about 'We-
9 

ness•, •we-hood1 and the 'we-relation' 11
• But he emphasises 

the dimensions of 'direct experience• in such a stringent 

manner that •we-relationship remains confined within the 

domain of perceptual immediacy. I can enter into a we-relation-

ship only with the fellowm~ (men) just next to me. The 



consequence is that the horizon of we-relationship is narrowed 

down to the exclusion of historicity and universality~ 

Schutz has taken the notion of relationship in a very 

common-sensical way in which men executes their daily life~ 

Relationship for him necessarily implies a bilateral or mutual 

orientation from both of the partners-- 'I' and 'Thou•. Schutz 

limits the 'Thou• to the domain of fellow(s) within a face-to

face situation. For him, to hold some •other' in a 'Thou

orientation• is an initiative on the part of 'I', while the 

Other may remain inoperative. such a monologue for him is the 

methodological pattern of the social sciences whereas a 

dialogical or mutual relationship is the feature of the everyday 

world manoeuvered by reciprocity of perspectives. 

Hermeneutic philosophers too emphasize the dialogical 

moce of relationship in understanding and interpretation. The 

most remarkable contrast, they maintain with the Schutzean frame 

work is that the 'Thou• here does not mean psycho-physical 

human being (s) in a sheer 0 face-to-face' situation. 'Thou• for 

them may be a person, cul·ture, tradition, hlstory etc, and 

• situation• does not mean to be just • here and no~~·. Gadamer 

has given exposition of three types of the experience of 'Thou•. 

He accepts only that type of experience of 'Thou' which is 

reciprocal and full of 'openness•. But in order to retain the 

temporal continuity through tradition and history very strongly, 

he characterizes the feature of relationship to be •understanding 
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through linquisticality•. It is only through the mediation of 

language that any fusion of horizons is possible. Ultimately 

Gadamer leads the course of herme~eutics to the sphere of 

ainterior dialogue• within the unity of a self-consciousness. 

This is how he works out the highest dialogue-- fusion of 'I' 

and 'Thou• vli thin a spirit!" 

But Habermas has not allowed his hermeneutic enterprise 

to be terminated so urgently within oneself~ He has tried to 

discover the role of the knowledge-constitutive interests that 

arise out of l.vork, pm11er and language. The distinguishing 

feature of Habermas• hermeneutics i~ the exploration of the 

relevant extra-linguistic elements of understanding. But he does 

not curtail the importance of language which is manifested by 

his characterization of an uncoercive condition as being • ideal 

speech situation•e For him, ordinary language can make possible 

a monological understanding. A genuine dialogue would be possible 

through the mediation of •pure langu~ge•. Thus he asserts that 

both ideology and a critique of ideology are to be effected 

through language, which will in turn change the pattern of the 

existing state-of-affairs. Knowledge and human interest are 

interlocked through the play of common language. This inter

locking can be undone with by means of a pure language which 

is filtered off ideology or false consciousness. 

we get two key concepts from this discussion, namely, 

'relationship' and 1 dialogue•o But in all of them the primacy 

of the partners of dialogue happens to enjoy much emphasis, 
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than the ontology of the relat~onship as such. However there is 

another way of looking at this relationship as a phenomenon 

pregnant of givenness. 'RelationshiP-as-it-is-being-experienced' 

may be a new element of phenomenological importance. To under

stand its straightforward givenness, we must be open to the mode 

of the experience and simultaneously closed to the temptation 

of analysing it in terms of the genetic features. Martin Buber 

(1878-1965) is one of the most prominent thinkers to reflect on 

the ontology of such a dialogical relationship. It is dialogue 

as such or in Buber•s language •relations own being• that is 

im:portant for envisaging an alternative phenomenological stand

point with regard to understanding of man and sociality. The 

justification for moving to a Buberian viewpoint lies hereo 

Buber's notion of dialogue is not vitiated by the problem 

of egological solipsism, which arises for constructing some 

transcendent • r• and •other•. These are not only abstractions 

but some sort of abnormal! ties from the immanent pattern of 

givenness too. Our being is not abstractional but relationalo 

so in Buber we may obtain a genuine phenomenology of the inten

tional structure of being actualized through relatedness to 

beings, which become Thou. Ignoring of this principle results 

in a crisis of being. 

Buber•s philosophy of intersubjectivity or philosophy 

des z~..rischen4 is a very timely reflection on the catastrophic 

situation of man. His philosophy works out a 'transforming 

encounter' to deliver man from the quagmire of solitude and 

alienation. The significance of Buber lies in highlighting the 
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commutual and relational nature of man -- man with man. Gabriel ---
Marcel with reference to a quotation from Buber, mentions that 

it is Feuerbach who made the capital discovery of eliciting 

human nature to be essentially communalized~. But it remains 

fruitless until Buber succeeds in describing the relatedness 

without a _virtual 1 denatur.i·_rtg·~ of the 'Thou•, Buber wages a 

war against the egological or ego-istic accounts of man, which 

has resulted in solipsism or narciccism in various spiritual 

accomplishments of man. His model claims to confer primacy to 

the 'betweenness• rather than 1 I 1 or 'Thou•. Actually bias to 

self-affirmation is common and what we lack is an open address 

to the Thou. 

For a fuller realization of personal wholeness the 1 I 1 

must lose itself in the realm of 'between• where meeting with 

1 Thou' takes place. Our language in this regard is to some extent 

misleading for it wrongly upbears 1 I 1 or 'Thou• ~uite indepen-

dently. so Buber gives an ontology of the •between•. For him; 

"Between is not an auxiliary construction, but the real place 
' . 

and bearer of what happens between men; it has received no 

specific attention because, in distinction from the individual 

soul and its context, it does not exhibit a smooth continuity, 

but is ever and again reconstituted in accordance with men's 
b 

meetings vrith one• another11 
• 

Buber 8 s chief concern was the cause of the crisis of 

man as a being self-contained within himself. The fundamental 

datum of human existence is man with man. But this truth is not 
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grasped either by individualism or by collectivism. In indivi-

dualism man is isolated from others and encumbered with matter, 

While in COllectiVism I man iS not ~ man Or ~n~Side man I o 

The individualistic philosophical anthropology is best exempli-

fied in Jean-Paul sartre's Being and Nothingness where the freedom 

of individual man is at stake whenever the Other appears before 

him and he ultimately remains confined within the domain of a 

conflict between pour-soi (the subject or being-for-itself) and 

en-soi (the object or being-in-itself). In collectivistic ---
philosophical anthropology man is reduced to a social thing 

among other things; ·the real relationship of men v.ri th men, men 

with nature and society is replaced here by a statistical relation-

ship. Buber's dialogical philosophy or •a philosophy of inter-

subjectivity• can rescue from the impasses o£ both •. Han having 

no relationship with anything is an abstraction or better to 

say a fiction. My existence is actualized only through being 

related to either any other human being(s) or inert entity. 

However it does not follow that the counterpart of me has or 

have any privileged ontic validity. There is no clevage between 

subject and object. Yet Buber, for the easiness of comprehension 

starts his analysis of relation's being from the 6omain of 

subject's attitude. 

According to Buber man's attitude towards the world is 

two-fol6. Depending upon this duality of attitude the nature of 

human existence also gets bifurcated. He further asse·rts 11 
••• the 

world is two-fold for man in accordance with his two-fold 
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7 
attitude" • Buber arrives at the two-~ier approach for human 

attitude from a fundamental insight that man actualizes his 

existence in speech. But linguistican!y can not, encompass the 

totality of man-world relation. Language is the indicator of 

man's pre-reflective modes of being. 

Two basic human attitudes are represented by two primary 

words: 1 I-Thou• and 'I-It'. To utter any of these primary words 

is to execute an essential deed of es~ablishing man-world link. 

Though from linguistic point of view the terms like 1 I 1 , 'Thou• 

or 'It' are separate, ontologically the abovementioned primary 

words are unbreakable. To say • I 1 is to say either with a relation-

ship to 'Thou• or with a relation to 'It'. Similarly the terms 

'Thou• and. .. • It' are· always in· an~ ontic bond with • I'. James 

Mundacklal advances a very lucid exposition here about the 

absurdity of an independent • I • : 11
••• an 1 I' wholly for itself 

is an unreality, an abstraction. A man who has no world in any 

formover against him, woulo not know also the I, for he cannot 

become aware of his I-ness at the absence of something over 

against himself that is 'distant• from himself •••• It is the 
8 

world that conditions his speaking I as an I-Thou or I-It". 

But in speaking these primary words I-Thou and I-It, 

a man in the place of 1 I 1 attains two very different ~ypes of 

involvement of the being. Buber writes; 11The primary word I-Thou 

can only be spoken with the whole being.,The primary word~ 
9 

can never be spoken with the whole being 11
• It is not the status 

of the counterpart of 1 I 1 but the vary way of relatedness that 
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determines the difference between two attitudes. For example a 

man can be treated as an It while a tree can be viewed or 

experienced as a person or Thou. In the \I'Jords of Buber: 11 
•• • we 

can stand in I-Thou relationship not merely with other men but 
10 

also with beings and things 'l:~hich come to meet us in nature •• •" 

Whenever one addresses the other as a Thou a personal relation-

ship is established. so the primary word I-Thou stands for a 

relationship between person and.perso~, subject and subject while 

the primary word I-It refers to a relation of person to thing, 

subject to object. 

starting from the primary words and through the analysis 

of attitudes, Buber n01.'i arrives at the two-levelled world, the 

world of r~Thou and the world of I-rt. Authentic relationship is 

the salient feature of the world of r-Thou. It is also charac-

terized by reciprocity, pres~ntness, directness, involvement, 

ineffability and intensity. On the contrary the world of I-lt 

is one of utilization, orientation, manipulation, exploitation, 

alienation of the object by s.ubject. Though Buber makes a 

division of these two-fo~d worlds, they are not detached from 

one another. He does not admit the irresponsibility of mutual 

transformation between these two realms. Moreover he asserts · 

that uninterrupted continuation of r-Thou relationship is not 

possible in life, though to live continuously in the bare past 
II 

of the r-rt is not irnpossibleo Regarding the convertibility of 

It into a Thou, Buber says a 11 
• .; ~ particular ~ by entering 

12. 
the relational event, may become a~~~·~ This conversion is 

of much significance for understanding the phenomenon of mano 
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Only man can create an abstraction of independent It and then 

by means of converting into a 'Thou•, establish a relationship~ 

Buber has delineated some more demarcations betv.reen these 

t1r10 attitudes directed to two .different worlds through two 

different modes of speech~ The I~Thou attitude is a personal 

attitude in which both the partners experience the personal 

integrity of their own and that of the other. But in the I-It 

attitude an impersonal outlook is the definitive element which 

conceals the personal or reciprocal dimensions under the sway 

of principles like gratification or utilisation and so on. One 

can not realize one's own personal being in the midst of bar? 

1 thingified' man and reality. Spirit reveals itself only through 

the meeting of • I 1 and 'Thou'. To quote from Buber, 11 
••• the 

! is actual through its participation in actuality. The more 

perfect the participation in the actuality of the I-Thou relation-
121 

ship is, the more actual the I becomes11 
• Elsewhere we may note 

a more profound expression of insight into the spiritual being 

of man when Buber writes: 11Spirit is not the !, but between 1 

and ~, Man lives in the spirit, i£ he is able to respond 

l4 
to his~~~ • 

The world of I-Thou comes into being as a result of 

•meeting• or contact between being and being, 'life ·and life' 

in Diltheyean terminology. One point is to be borne in mind that 

for the sake of conceptualization we are to say 'the beg~1ning 

of the I-Thou orientation~ But it is actually an ever living 

presence. Intersubjective engagement and participation has its 
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genuine reciprocity so long as it is durable. Cessation of this 

mutually directedness, renders it a past I-It 1110r ld of reflection. 

The Thou is never an object of experience, knowledge and explana

tion. It is a way of being. The knowledge of Thou is possible 

only through a transcendence of the subject-ooject bifurcation 

of experience. It is not a knowledge of; the knowledge of Thou. 

automatically follows from this way of being, from 11 relation' s 

own being" or from dialogue itself. So the world of I-Thou 

apparently lacks some cognitive precision. On the other hand, 

according to Buber, the vast domain of. science, industry, commerce 
so-

etc. belongs to the speculative or empirical world of I-It. The 

'l-It' is an anthropological category in that the It-world 

confers a spatia-temporal co-ordination to our experience of 

reality. But the temporality of I-Thou·is not parasitic upon 

any prior objectification of time into past, present and future. 

The temporality o£, Thou~experience takes place within ·t.he 

experience, it is an •ever-continuing' or •ever presentness•; 

it is not dialogue in tirre, but time in dialogue. 

The self-expression of man, according to Buber is most 

ideally carried out through speech, though there may be numerous 

other modes. one can open two manners of relatedne~s, 't-J'hich are 

poles asunder,with a single entity,.by addressing 'Thou• in 

one instance and saying 'It' in the other. In this way there 

appears a basic ontological duality in the sphere of speech. The 

primary word I-Thou is used dialogically in existential communion 

between man and man. It facilitates the emergence of spirit through 



the union of I and Thou. But The primary word I-It is used 

monologically in various disciplines of objective knowledge~ 

such a language is required for carrying out observation, making 

explanation and deducing prediction~ 

Despite his distinction between these two realms of 

r-Thou and I-It, Buber does not seem to deny the necessity of 

their attenuation in human life. Persistence of life is an 

impossibility t·Jithout the knm>1ledge of science and technology. 

only through an I-It attitude man can build rules and causal 

principles t:o organise and govern the communal life .. But this 

should not lead us to the extremity. of losing ourselves within 

an It-v.rorld as such. In order to retain a relation to the 

external objective world we should not destroy the relationship 

between man and man. It would amount to the thwarting of our 

spiritual spontaneity ultimately. so the I-It dimension must 

be given it~ due but not at the cost of I-Thou, which has made 

man, \'>lhat he is. 

The I-It attitude of man has been exercised tvith much 

sincerety and in·i:ensity to develop the rt-v1orld quite beyond 

the level of require~entg The obvious result, according to Buber 

has been an estrangement between man anq man, I and Thou. so 

\vhat is the resort is to explore the domain of I-Thou i.h its 

entirety. Within an enormous field of 'between• and relationship 

the spirit of man can flourish• Buber opines that man is endowed 

\'17ith an • inborn Thou' \vhich can be conferred on anything. Human 

life achieves its spiritual worth when 11 Living means being 
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a~dressed, "tve ~..;ould need only to present. ourselves and to per

'" ceive" • Man-"t..;orld relationship is pervaded in three spheres -

communion between life and nature, communion between life and 
1'7 

spiritual realities, and communion between life with man. 

Where life is.in fusion with nature, man envisages a 

Thou in nature as a whole or in its parts. The dialogue here 

between the 1 I 1 of man and the 'Thou• embodied as nature is belovr 

the language which is used in interhuman sphere. such encounters 

are realizable in the life of primitive people, children and 

poets. Life with spiritual creations comes into play when relation-

ship is entertained with art, sculpture, music, dance etc. A 

feeling of being addressed and giving responses permeatesthe 

consciousness. Buber \vrites, "we hear no ~ and yet feel 

addressed; we answer - creating, thinking, acting, we speak the 

basic word with our being, though we cannot utter !h~ with our 
IS 

lips11 
• Personal relationship reaches the zenith point vrhen 

man's life comes into 'meetdng' with man. Here a transformation 

from personal to inte,rpersonal dialogue through perfected speech 

takes place. Language attains the sublimity by means of unfettered 

sequence of address and response between I and Thou. 

According to Buber humanity consists in a (dynamic equi

librium' between two opposite movements of I-Thou and I-It. Life 

is a pendulum swinging between the realm6 of Thou and that of It. 

In the words of Buber, 11 
••• the principle of human life is not 

simple but two-fold, being bQilt up in a twofold movement which 

is of such kind that one movement is the presupposition of the 

\ 
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other. I propose to call the first movement 'the primal setting 

at a distance' and the second •entering into relation•. That the 

first movement is the presupposition of the other is plain from 

the fact that one can enter into relation only with being which 

has been set at a distance, more precisely, has become an indepen-

dent opposite. And it is only for man that an independent opposite 
19 

exists11
• 

These two movements are of utmost anthropological signi

ficance in Buber's philosophy. Being distinguishing features of 

man exclusively, these give~ rise to all of the secondary and 

tertiary human accomplishments. Buber makes a contrast between 

animality and humanity in that the former has an immediate 

environment only while the latter has a world or universe. 11 
••• 

he reaches out beyond what is given him, flies beyond the horizon 
2.0 

and the familiar stars, and grasps a totality" • ·But hmv can man 

constitute a totality? The prim~ry act o£ distancing is like a 

methodical abstraction but not self-sustaining. This process must 

be followed by installing of any· of the relations with the 't'lorld, 

as such without any awareness of part and whole but a unity. 

This is performed by, what BUber calls,. synthesizing appercep.. 

tion. He says, 11 
••• by synthesizing apperception, I mean the 

apperception of a being as a whole and as a unity. such a view 

is won, and won again and again, only by looking upon the world 

21 
as a ~rorld". 

The primal act of setting at distance is a prepersonal 

stage of mind and a state of being as such of the distan~iated 

en~ity. It is prior to the genesis of any of the attitude and 
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provides the anthropological presupposition for the primary words 

I-Thou and l-It. So we may consider it to contain the seed of 

both the attitudes within it. While entering into relation occurs 

a question of personality comes to the fore. The I-Thou unfolds 

the relationship in a personal manner while l-It is limited to 

impersonal sphere. The primal separation or distan·tiation is 

crystalized in l-It while I-Thou eradicates the alienation through 

fusion. The primary act of distauciation is satisfied in the 

durable accomplishment of l-It attitude. But man can not be 

essentially content with._.this single movement only. Buber 

observes; 11 Man has a great desire to enter into personal relation 

with things and to imprint on them his relation to them. To use 

them, even to possess then, is not enough, they must become his 

in another way, by imparting to them in the picture-sign his 
2.'2 

relation to them" • Without the transcendence of I-It into the 

I-Thou the meaning of man remains incomplete. Maurice Friedman 

truly comments that I-Thou 11
••• is the only relationship in which 

I discover that rren ace equal in the only way that they really 

are equal - that each is of unique value, of value in himself, 

and that in the meeting with this unique other my own existence 
2.3 

is authenticated" • 

BUBER' S SIGNIFICANCE FOR SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Distandhg and relation are not only the microcosmic 

principles. Buber extends these twofold principle of human life 

to what we may call human society. For him •social' means the 
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agglomeration of varieties of relationship or 'betweenness•. 

This is the sphere of interhuman in which inheres the duality 

of being and seeming. According to Buber : 11The one proceeds 

from what one really is, the other from what one wishes to seem. 
. :2.4-

In general the two are found entirely mixed together 11 • These 

principles give rise to the wish for being confirmed by fellow-

men and in turn confirm the fellowmen too. Claim for confirma-

tion is not hollow so long as it is not without devotion for 

being and becoming. Buber accepts this mutuality of confirmation 

to be the base of society. Let me quote from his own : n In human 

society at all its levels persons confirm one another in a 

practical way to some extent or other in their personal qualities 

and capacities, and a society may be termed human in the measures 
:2:5 

to which its merrbers confirm one another" • Buber is quite 

insistent on accentuating the difference between animal and man 

in that the former does not need to be confirmed whereas the 

human person seeks confirmation of his being or becoming. With 

this notion of the 'social' Buber goes against the 'positivistic' 

notion of societyo 

From the understanding of this fundamental anthropological 

truth, Buber forwards a critique of the prevalent notion of 

sociality. There is a general tendency is to call a phenomenon 

social wherever "the life of a number of men, lived with one 

another, bound up together, brings in its train shared experiences 

and reaction". A serious question raised by Buber as he puts~ 

..... does membership in a group necessarily involve an existential 
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:2.b 
relation between one member and another?11 For him, in history 

we may notice an inclination for suppressing the personal relation 

for the sake of the purely collective element. There is a feeling 

of being carried or flowage by the stream of collectivity. 

The elimination of the contact between persons or members, 

though not entirely, has resulted in an objectification of man 

by another as an object of observation. According to Buber 

it has been a tenet of social sciences too. He writes; 11The 

sociologist may .object to any separation of the social and the 

interhuman on the ground that society is actually built upon 

human relations, and the theory of these relations is therefore 
2.7 

to be regarded as the very foundation of sociology8
' • His sugges-

tion is that not through an objectivised observation but in 

partnerskip can one's being be perceived as an existing whole. 

This is the domain of genuine dialogue in which relation between 

man and man is actually fulfilled by means of acceptance of 

otherness. 

The admixture of observation stands in the way of the 

deeming, a Thou. without the existential apperception of the 

we-world is impossible. This is the predicament of modern man. 

so Buber warns: "Man will not persist in existence if he does 

i , II 29 h, , not learn anew to persist in t as a genu~ne we • T ~s ~s an 

issue pertinent to the authentic existence of man rather than 

a psycho-physical organism. 



The notion of authentic existence is very important for 

any philosophical anthropology, which is the groundwork of all 

forms of sociology and social anthropology •. In such disciplines 

man is viewed as a point of intersection.of some definitive 

psycho-socio-cultural co-ordinates. Here man is neither in

himself not for-others but just a conceptual model, what Schutz 

vrould call a homunculus •. What is lacking here is the insight 

that "one becomes a self, a person, in entering into relation 

with the Thou". An authentic human existence escapes the glance 

of empirical social scientists because they lack a dialogical 

notion of r-Thou. Fried.."'lan rightly observes: 11The problem of 

authentic existence arises in the difference between becoming 

somethin~ of what you can be and becoming more fully what you 

can be. This is the difference between a 'self' for practical 

• 
purposes, that is someone who is able to hold the fragments 

together enough to get by and get business done, and a self in 

the fuller sense of a person who again and again brings the 

conflicting parts of himself into an active unity. It is the 

difference betl.·reen a person who has partial, fragmentary relations 

.with others and a person.who is able ever more fully to enter 

into relations with others, the difference between a person 

who only very personally realizes his uniqueness and one who 
. 2-~ 

more fully realJ.Ze,;l his unique potentiali ties11 
• 

Personal being is a very useful notion for Husserl when 

he speaks of a personalistic attitude to be the distinctive 

feature of humanistic sciences. In this context Husserl also 
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brings in the notion of •personal life•. A proper humanistic 

science supported by intentional phenomenology is to modify the 

personal life of the phenomenolog~st as such through Bildung. 

But Husserl 1 s project has been criticized by Schutz and Habermass, 

for lackinCJJ consistency which a transcendental phenomenology 

can not yielda Bildung or self-formative awareness can not 

be achieved through a theoria only. According to Buber complete 

awareness of the self is not possible without a personal relation-

ship with the Absolute -- the eternal an inborn urge for an 

everlasting relationship. 

At this point Friedman shows how the word •person• 

synthesizes and links three separate realities in the life of 

person. Firstly; "t:.rhen one ·speaks of person and personality, 

one speaks of that mysterious imprint of the person, the whole, 

the I, on an incessantly changing, varying process t'lhich could 

80 
have no essential unity if it -,::.rere not for this impr.:lnt11 

• 

secondly; personality exists with its full reality only in 

presentness although ther~ are some moments when a person falls 

from presentness. Thirdly, a person realizes himself as a person 

through going out to meet the Thou, through responding to the 

address of the Thou. A person is simultaneously not open to the 

impairment of his personal core or singleness and not closed 

within himself in "using his relations with others as means to 

31 
his mvn self-realizationc• • 

Dialogical method in the fullest sense of the term may 

be an addendum -b the methodology of social-scientific under-

standing in two important respects -- accessibility and reflexivuty. 



Positivistic methodology insists on the dichotomy of subject-

object or studier-studied and in doing so the knowledge of being 

in wholeness is furthered. The studied is not fully accessible 

to a studier is not reflexive at the same time. These tv-10 aspects 

are actualized only in a meeting through dialogue. But a positi

vist bias of the paradigm of impersonal. It deters the meeting. 

As a result the unfolding of personality of the either is hin-

dered. Emil L. Fackenheim has highlighted the privilege of 

dialogue in the following way. 11 It CBuber• s doctrineJ asserts 

that in the committed I-Thou relation there is knovring access 

to a reality which is inaccessible otherwise; that uncommitted 

•objective• knowledge which observes as an It what may also be 

encountered as a Thou is a lesser kind of knowledge, and that 

the most profound mist~<e is all philosophy is the epistemological 

reduction of I-Thou to I-It knowledge, and the metaphysical 

.32. 
reduction .of Thou to It" • 

Accessibility proper is surely follm'17ed by a reflexive 

unfolding of the being including that of any man/woman engaged 

in social-scientific understanding. Such a person loses the 

false consciousness of alienation from both personal knowledge 

and the relational object of knowledge. An all-embracing "lrlhole

ness engulfs the studier and the studied in a relationship. In 

this way the antithesis of self-awareness apart from world and 

awareness of the world apart from self is eradicable. At this 

point Alvin w. Gouldner' s position is relevant : 11 Av1areness of 

the E.ill is seen as an indispensable avenue to awareness of the 

social world. For there is no knowledge of the world that is 



not a knowledge of our own experience with it and our relation 
S3 

to it" • 

Gouldner has conceived of a more encompassing sociological 

outlook which is guided by a similar dialogical principle. He 

·calls it a Reflexive Sociology which may frustrate the prevalent 

positivistic expectation, " •• • to use social science to 1 control' 

men themselves, as they were already using physical science to 

control nature" ~ Denying the conventional positivist premise that 

the self is treacherous in distorting the information system, 

11 Reflexive sociology seeks ••• not an insulation but a transfer-

mation of the sociologist's self, and hence of his praxis in the 
:35 

world11 
• 

But how this aim can be achieved at all? Gouldner suggests 

that for this a relationship is to be established between being 

a sociologist and being a person, between the role and the man 

performing it•. Yet all this is within the structure of one's own 

being. A dialogue on the contrary indicates beyond the single-

ness of self. Moreover any of the Social Sciences inhere in the' 

sphere of interhuman. A dialogical Thou-orientation, however 

may be implicit in Gouldner• s thesis as he says : 11 A systematic 

and dogged insistence upon seeing ourselves as we see others 

would, I have suggested, transform not only our view of ourselves 

but also our view of others. we would increasingly recognize the 

depth of our kinship with those whom we study. They would no 

longer be viewable as alien others or as mere objects for our 

superior technique and insiGht; they could instead, be seen as\ 
\ 
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brother sociologists, each attempting with his varying degree 

of skill, energy, and talent to understand social reality • ••• 

The development of a Reflexive sociology, in sum, requires that 

sociologists cease ac~ing as if they thought of subjects and 
36 

objects, •••" 

According to Gouldner a Reflexive Sociology is not like 

the vocational sociology which is of a segretated scholarly naturea 

Rather as a viable :rrodel of understanding 11 our social selves" 

it has a universal appeal for all. In the words of Gouldner, 

"The ultimate goal of a Reflexive sociology is the deepening of 

the sociologist• s own awareness, of who and what he is, in 

a specific society at any 'given time, and how both his social 
'27 

role and his personal praxis affect his work as a sociologist" • 

Thus the being of a man is elicited when he moves from solitude 

to sociality. only in a state of sociality our self unfolds or 

better to say becomes a~· 

Here again we may bring forward the teaching of Maurice 

Friedman that authentic existence is actualized only under such 

dialogical situation. rn it personal potentialities are mani

fested. Reflexive Sociology is claimed to be helpful in making 

myself present among others and others present against me, 

and. 'otheri' should not be a segregated alter ego but a Thou 

related to r. 
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